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Preconditions:
1. National strategic guideline for KEP
2. Adequate health services for early detection, treatment & follow-up
3. Adequate epidemiological surveillance system
4. Integrated vector control management
Challenges

Issues with elimination target:
• 1/10,000 = still high numbers in densely-populated areas
• Unaccounted cases in non-programme areas
• \( R_0 \) ?

Issues with tools/approaches:
• No PoC antigen detection test – but antibody detection OK for elimination
• No vaccine for eradication
• Sustainable case-detection and vector-control systems; vertical vs. integrated programmes
• New priorities, diverted resources
• Cases missed by index-case & camps; delays – community health workers; EWARS

Open questions: role of subclinical and PKDL cases in transmission
→ Elimination of transmission (zero-transmission)
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Transmission dynamics: conceptual framework
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Risk factors: HIV, Malnutrition, Young age
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Ratio I:D = \{4:1 – 10:1\}

Ratio T:D \propto \text{programme effectiveness}

Ratio H:R \propto \text{treatment effectiveness}
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33-87% w/in 1 y
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\frac{<5\% (25\% \text{ if HIV+})}{\text{Heal}}

\frac{<1-15\% \text{ w/in 2 y}}{\text{Relapse}}
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TDR involvement in research to inform KEP strategy

Reach out for cases
Reduce morbidity
Prevent infection

Country Researchers + Control Programmes
Generate research questions
Develop Interventions
Test Interventions

Adoption by National Control Programme
Optimize implementation; Adapt to change
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